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Abstract: Deploying task caching at edge servers has become an effective
way to handle compute-intensive and latency-sensitive tasks on the industrial
internet. However, how to select the task scheduling location to reduce task
delay and cost while ensuring the data security and reliable communication
of edge computing remains a challenge. To solve this problem, this paper
establishes a task scheduling model with joint blockchain and task caching
in the industrial internet and designs a novel blockchain-assisted caching
mechanism to enhance system security. In this paper, the task scheduling
problem, which couples the task scheduling decision, task caching decision,
and blockchain reward, is formulated as the minimum weighted cost problem
under delay constraints. This is a mixed integer nonlinear problem, which is
proved to be nonconvex and NP-hard. To solve the optimal solution, this
paper proposes a task scheduling strategy algorithm based on an improved
genetic algorithm (IGA-TSPA) by improving the genetic algorithm initial-
ization and mutation operations to reduce the size of the initial solution
space and enhance the optimal solution convergence speed. In addition,
an Improved Least Frequently Used algorithm is proposed to improve the
content hit rate. Simulation results show that IGA-TSPA has a faster optimal
solution-solving ability and shorter running time compared with the existing
edge computing scheduling algorithms. The established task scheduling model
not only saves 62.19% of system overhead consumption in comparison with
local computing but also has great significance in protecting data security,
reducing task processing delay, and reducing system cost.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, the world has started the fourth industrial revolution represented by the industrial
internet, and the current manufacturing industry is developing in the direction of personalization,
service, interconnection, intelligence, green, and ecology [1]. The industrial internet fully integrates
modern technologies such as sensor networks and computer networks and has the advantages of
low cost, low investment, and high practicability [2]. The development of the industrial internet
has become a critical cornerstone for a country’s transition to industrial power. However, due to
the diversity of industrial devices, each system has its unique protocols, commands, and storage
methods. Therefore, it is necessary to preprocess the data to communicate with each other [3]. Limited
by the scarcity of resources such as CPU computing power, storage space, and energy capacity of
industrial equipment, some complex computing tasks are inefficient locally [4]. To solve this problem,
an effective solution is to use edge computing (EC). EC has a powerful computing ability that can
increase the speed of processing tasks. Edge servers pre-process data from a variety of devices to
make communication between devices easier. Compared with existing cloud computing frameworks,
EC with high bandwidth and low delay can effectively fulfill the demand for latency in industrial
production [5,6].

EC in industrial internet pays more attention to delay and security. Some tasks generated by
equipment in intelligent factory manufacturing are high similarity such as face recognition, fire
monitoring, judging the quality of solder joints, etc. The arrival times of these highly similar tasks
are disordered, bringing a huge computational burden to the servers. Many scholars proposed that
utilizing a caching mechanism to store dynamic data programs in EC systems can successfully reduce
computational delay and energy consumption [7,8]. The inputs or outputs of computational tasks
are cached, which can reduce the reuse of resources and the frequency of data transfers by invoking
the data in the cache pool when the task similarity. With the help of simulation studies, reasonable
deployment of task caching can reduce delay [9]. However, as the number of communication requests
grows, the traditional centralized service approach will lose its ability to schedule in real-time. Task
caching also puts more pressure on the central server. The server needs to consider the task caching
results and then select the appropriate location in many servers to schedule the task. Furthermore, if
the central server’s scheduling and supervision are not timely, it is easy to produce a variety of issues
connected to uncontrollable and unreliable data. If these problems are not solved, the processing time
will be longer and data security will be affected.

As a result, security issues must be addressed as part of the development of task caching in EC.
Blockchain, as a distributed and trusted technology, has been shown to possess many significant
attributes, including security, non-tampering, and privacy [10,11]. Blockchain treats all edge servers as
peer nodes and breaks the information transfer barrier between edge servers. The proposed blockchain
task scheduling model with task caching can protect the security of scheduling data from the source.
At the same time, task caching obscures the usage pattern and scheduling location to protect the user’s
privacy.

The motivation to incorporate blockchain into the caching mechanism is to ensure that heteroge-
neous edge devices can share secure and reliable cached data through the unique security mechanism
of blockchain. Task caching provides low latency services for delay-intensive tasks, and edge servers
provide abundant computing resources for computing-intensive tasks. Blockchain ensures reliable data
communication sharing and the security of task scheduling. The speed of processing EC tasks will be
significantly improved on the premise of a safe and reliable task cache. For such a complex framework,
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this paper uses a global heuristic algorithm to select the task scheduling position, so that the task
minimizes the cost within the allowable delay. The main contributions of this article are threefold:

(1) This paper establishes a joint task scheduling, task caching, and blockchain optimization
model. Considering the characteristics of large amounts of tasks and high task similarity in
the intelligent manufacturing scene of the industrial internet, we design a novel blockchain-
assisted reliable caching mechanism for the industrial internet and propose an Improved Least
Frequently Used (ILFU) algorithm to raise the content hit rate when scheduling the cache
pool data.

(2) This paper combines blockchain with EC to address the challenges of data sharing insecurity
and data leakage induced by distributed edge nodes. Through the unique security mechanism,
blockchain provides reliable cached data for the EC cache pool, while ensuring distributed
edge nodes achieve more secure information interaction. Blockchain is an extension of the
edge cache pool that expands its cache capacity, allowing the system to match more types of
tasks and minimize task processing time.

(3) Considering the impact of task caching and blockchain on task scheduling location, this paper
proposes a task scheduling policy algorithm based on an improved genetic algorithm (IGA-
TSPA), which effectively selects the appropriate task scheduling location according to delay
constraints and resource constraints. Compared with the traditional EC scheduling algorithm,
IGA-TSPA obtains excellent scheduling effects in complex data environments.

2 Related Works

Since the concept of EC is first presented, task scheduling has gotten a lot of attention.
Du et al. considered processing resources, transmission power, and bandwidth allocation. A low-
complexity suboptimal algorithm was proposed, and offloading decisions were solved by semidefinite
relaxation and randomization [12]. Gao et al. investigated the problem of improper server load during
the offload processing of EC. A two-stage computation scheduling strategy was proposed to minimize
the delay [13]. Zhu et al. aimed to minimize task computation delay by jointly optimizing the non-
orthogonal multiple access-based transmission duration and workload offloading allocation among
edge computing servers, and then proposed the deep reinforcement learning-based algorithm to obtain
the near-optimal offloading solution [14]. Wei et al. modeled task scheduling as a Markov process
for unpredictable resources with energy in mobile EC [15]. Wang et al. proposed an integer particle
swarm optimization method to solve the problems of offloading decisions, task assignment, and task
order, which can improve resource efficiency and user satisfaction [16]. As the number of data and
tasks increases, the available resources for EC will decrease. To solve this problem, some academics
proposed task caching to further reduce latency. Zhou et al. presented a comprehensive optimization
framework to minimize the service latency and adjust task offloading decisions at each time slot
under the constraints of the device’s energy and resource capacity to reduce the caching overhead
[17]. Zhou et al. proposed an intelligent particle swarm optimization-based offloading strategy with
the cache mechanism to find an appropriate offloading ratio to implement partial offloading [18].
Qian et al. proposed a joint push caching strategy based on hierarchical RL to cope with complex
network tides to lessen the total amount of data transmission and maximize the utilization of
bandwidth [19]. Wang et al. proposed an efficient cache algorithm to reduce the resource consumption
of backhaul links by caching popular content on fog computing servers [20].

Task caching decreases the time of EC processing and is also significant for the development
of EC. However, with distributed EC, maintaining safe task cache interaction appears to be a
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challenge once again. In recent years, blockchain has developed rapidly, coinciding with EC because
of its distributed characteristics, and EC is increasingly closely linked to the blockchain. The trust
problem of computing-as-a-service scheduling in heterogeneous networks was addressed by Bai,
who proposed a multilateral chain structure that can hold thousands of data and improves the
efficiency of data on the chain. A two-stage Stackelberg game technique was presented to speed
up the computational benefit of energy [21]. Liu et al. proposed caching cryptographic hashes on
edge nodes for computationally intensive mining tasks as a solution to the proof-of-work problem
in blockchain, using an alternating direction method of the multipliers-based algorithm to solve the
offloading decision and caching strategy [22]. Luo et al. solved the problems of limited coverage in
existing mobile EC and insufficient data supervision and tracking capability of service providers. It
is proposed to use drones to dynamically cache data and upload the cached data to the blockchain
to ensure data traceability without being tampered [23]. Liao et al. developed a secure intelligent task
offloading framework to deal with vehicle fog computing task offloading delay under incomplete
information while obtaining the lowest queuing delay and switching costs [24].

The above studies have achieved promising results in reducing delay, saving cost, and improving
the quality of service for EC, but they are not perfect in ensuring the security of EC. While some
research already combines EC and blockchain to protect data security, there are far too few studies
concerning blockchain to protect EC caches. This paper combines blockchain with EC to improve the
security of EC data cache and the security of smart manufacturing in the industrial internet. The work
referenced in this article is compared in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of the work

Work Task scheduling
optimization target

Task
caching

EC &
Blockchain

Delay & Cost Other

[12–16] √ √
[17–20] √ √
[21,24] √ √
[22,23] √ √

3 System Model

EC in the industrial internet pays more attention to latency and security than traditional EC [25].
Fig. 1 shows the scenario of smart manufacturing. The whole system is divided into three layers: the
local layer, the edge layer and the cloud layer. The local device layer is a collection of manufacturing
devices with limited computing and data collection capabilities. The devices are denoted as N =
{1, 2, 3 . . . n}. Tasks are generated at the device layer. Set the task attribute to Rij = {rij, rwj, rdj, tmax

i },
rij represents the size of the data input for the task such as code or resources required, rwj is the
computational power required, rdj is the index of cache results required by the task, and tmax

i is the
maximum delay tolerated to complete the task. The edge layer is made up of various edge servers
denoted as M = {1, 2, 3 . . . m}. The edge servers not only process the task but also act as the miner
node in the blockchain to perform the mining task. The edge server is responsible for updating the
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newly generated results to the blockchain and ensuring the cache pool match more task types. Edge
servers store and read cache data through smart contracts, and the query layer and contract layer are
responsible for data processing in the blockchain. The third layer is the cloud layer, which has huge
data storage capacity and computing capacity. Considering that the data in the blockchain will become
more and more huge with the accumulation of time, the system can offload the data to the cloud. The
completion of a task requires consideration of time constraints and computational power.

1.Task 
info

2.Offloading
Strategy

4.Results
3.input 

data

Shared cache 
Via

blockchain

Edge 
Node

Cloud

Local 
Device

Figure 1: The edge cloud system with blockchain

Due to the limitation of energy and computing power of the local device, the system will schedule
tasks to the edge server according to the optimal cost under the maximum allowable delay of tasks.
In this paper, the task scheduling policy is defined as xi,j ∈ {0, 1}, where xi,j = 0 means the task is
processed locally and xi,j = 1 means the task is processed at edge servers. Blockchain provides reliable
and strongly trusted data for edge cache pools.

3.1 Communication Model

When the task is scheduled to the edge server, the edge server needs sufficient resources. After
the computation task is processed, the edge server will return the results. Set Pij represents the uplink
transmission capacity from the device i to edge server j, the uplink rate Vij is

Vij = B log2

(
1 + Pij |hi| |ri|−a

σ 2

)
, (1)

where σ 2 represents noise power, |ri|−a represents path fading and |hi| represents the interaction between
signals [22]. The upload time of the task is

Tupload
(
rij

) = rij

B log2(1 + Pij�)
, (2)
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where � = |hi| |ri|−a

σ 2
. During the task upload process, the energy consumption of the local device is

E
(
el

1

) = el
1rij

ζB log2(1 + Pij�)
, (3)

where ζ is the efficiency of the equipment transmission power amplifier. E(el
0, el

1, el
−1) represents the

local device energy consumption: el
0 is the energy consumed by the device when the task is running

locally, el
1 is the energy consumed when the device transfers the task and el

−1 is the energy consumed
when the local device is idle.

3.2 Computing Model

In this paper, the scheduling locations of tasks are local devices and edge servers. When the task
is executed local device, the task consumes on devices i is

E0 = k(f l
i )

2rw,j, (4)

where k = 10−26, and it is a coefficient depending on the chip architecture [26]. The task is scheduled to
the edge server by considering the delay and cost. This paper establishes a model of edge caching and
blockchain to provide task caching, presupposing that the cache pool data in the edge side server is
Yi = (yc1, yc2 . . . ycn). The presence or absence of a task cache for task requirements in the cache pool
has a different impact on system energy consumption. Then, this paper will discuss different cache
states.

(1) Task cache in cache pool: When a task is generated, the data in the cache pool is retrieved by
viewing the requirements of the task index rd j. The retrieval time is set to Tselect (n) and n is the size
of cache data. If the retrieved data exists in the cache pool, the system directly dispatches the cached
results. Since the amount of data processed as a result is negligibly compared to the incoming data,
the result return time is ignored [27]. The time for task processing is

T 1 = Tup
ij + Tselect

ij , (5)

where Tup
ij represents the upload time of the task between device i to edge servers j. And then, the

energy consumption of the local device is

El
1

(
el

−1

) = el
−1T

select
ij + Eup

ij . (6)

(2) Task cache in the blockchain: Because of the limited cache storage in the edge servers, the system
takes the blockchain as an extension of the task cache pool. If the edge node does not have the task
results, the system can obtain the required task results from the blockchain, and the retrieval time is
Tfind . Therefore, the total task processing time at this point is

T 2 = Tup
ij + Tfind , (7)

The energy consumption of local devices is

El
2

(
el

−1

) = el
−1T

find + Eup
ij . (8)
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(3) The other cache states: The system does not retrieve the required task results in the blockchain
network or the edge cache pool before the deadline of the task. The task must be processed at edge
servers. Set the computing power of the edge node is f e

i . Therefore, the task processing time is

Tedge
i = rwj

f e
i

, (9)

The total processing time and the energy consumption is

T 3 = Tedge
i + Tfind + Tselect, (10)

El
3 = el

−1T
3 + Eup

ij . (11)

3.3 Caching Mechanism

This paper proposes an ILFU algorithm for multiple repeated tasks due to the system’s schedule
policy is influenced by the amount of task cache resources available and the resource hit rate. The
Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm selects the data with the lowest historical access frequency
for elimination. The core idea of the LFU algorithm is that “if data has been accessed many times in
the past, it will be accessed more frequently in the future”. The LFU algorithm stores a large number
of past accessed records. The past accessed records occupy a lot of space and are not necessarily used
in the future, which results in lower cache utilization. In view of the problems in the LFU caching
strategy, this paper maintains a time-interval task frequency table to record the number of cache task
hits in a period of time and sets a threshold for cache hits. To match a variety of different types of
tasks and ensure the data security of the cache pool, this paper requires that the task caching has only
two update sources, one is the task result of node processing, and the other is the result stored in the
blockchain.

The cache task is represented by yci = {rdj, oi, ci, yi}, rdj represents the cache index, oi represents the
number of cache hits and ci represents the space allocation, and define yi ∈ {0, 1} represents whether
the result of task Ri exists in the cache pool or not. The total task capacity is limited by

n∑
i=1

ciyi ≤ C, (12)

where C is the sum of caching storage units. If the cache space is enough, the new task results can be
cached directly. The size of the task data that can be cached is expressed as

ci+1 ≤ C −
n∑

i=1

ciyi. (13)

If cache space capacity is insufficient, the system replaces the task with the smallest value oi in the
cache pool. Remove this task from the cache pool, and the size of task result data that can be cached
is

ci+1 ≤ C −
n∑

i=1

ciyi + MIN oi. (14)

In this paper, the time-interval task frequency table is established to record the task hit results in t
time periods and initial threshold �. Assuming that the cache hit rate in period [t − 2n, t − n] is ψ , the
system will determine the hit rate and the predetermined threshold at t time. The ψ < � means that
the task distribution of the cache pool is not reasonable and the content of the cache pool needs to
be updated. The system will update and import several tasks with high frequency in the time-interval
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task frequency table from the blockchain network into the cache pool to generate new cache pool data.
The specific process is described as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: ILFU Algorithm
Input: A series of tasks: R; Time slices: tp; Hit rate threshold: �; The size of task: ci; Index of task
requirements rdj; Cache table: O[n]; The time-interval task frequency table: H[task]
Output: Cache table
1. While R do
2. While tp do
3. If Y [i] == rdj // Tasks exist in the cache pool
4. O[i] ← O[i] + 1; H[task[i]] ← H[task[i]] + 1;
5. If Y [min cj] ≤ ci // Tasks do not exist in the cache pool and cache resources are sufficient
6. O[i] ← 1; H[task[i]] ← H[task[i]] + 1; C ← ∑n

i=1ciy [i]; //Update time-interval task
frequency table and Cache table

7. Else Y [i]! = rdj and ci <= C − min cj //Tasks do not exist in the cache pool and cache
resources are insufficient

8. Select the minimum Y [cj] then Y [min cj] ← ci; O[i] = 0; H[task[i]]+ = 1;
9. End while
10. If ψ < � then
11. Select the m tasks with the largest number of times selected in the time frequency table;
12. End while

3.4 Blockchain Mechanism

The blockchain network is the foundation for the security and reliability of the whole EC task
caching, and it is a bridge to ensure the safe exchange of information among edge servers. It is
also critical for the blockchain to update new tasks. To encourage edge nodes to update blockchain
data, the system will reward hardworking miners. The probability of orphan blocks in blockchain
networks is

Porghan = 1 − e−ηθ(Sn), (15)

where η is a fixed value, and θ(Sn) is a function that represents the size of the block. Therefore, the
probability that miner successfully mines a block and its solution reaches consensus is

P = μne−ηθ(Sn), (16)

where μn = Pn

H
, H is the total hash power of the blockchain network [28]. The whole reward of edge

node mining new block is

Rmin ing
n = Rμne−ηθ(Sn), (17)

where R is reward to generate a new block.
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3.5 Problem Formulation

Appropriate scheduling solutions are obtained by taking into account task delay limits, equipment
computing resources, and storage resources. The total energy consumption of the whole system is

Eall (X , Y , Z) =
n∑

i=1

{{(1 − xi) E0} + {
xi

{
yiEl

1 + (1 − yi)
[
ziEl

2 + (1 − zi) El
3

] + Eup
}}}

. (18)

The total cost of the system is obtained from the cost of blockchain mining reward and optimal
scheduling decisions. Therefore, the cost of task scheduling is composed of formulas (17) and (18).
The optimization problem in this paper can be summarized as

MIN Fall(X , Y , Z) = εEall(X , Y , Z) − (1 − zi)Rμne−ηθ(Sn) (19)

xi ∈ {0, 1}, yi ∈ {0, 1}, zi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ N (20)

xi

∑
rr,j ≤ C1, ∀i ∈ N (21)

yi

∑
rw,j ≤ C2, ∀i ∈ N (22)

∑
fi ≤ F (23)

(Toff + Tmec) ≤ Tdeadline, ziyi(Tfind + Toff ) ≤ Tdeadline (24)

where ε is the conversion coefficient between energy consumption and cost. Constraint 20 guarantees
the task offloading, caching and blockchain cache is valid. Constraint 21 guarantees the task results
cached do not exceed the caching capacity of the edge servers. Constraint 22 guarantees the task
requirements offloaded do not exceed the computation resources of the edge servers. Constraint 23
guarantees the computing and power allocation is valid. Constraint 24 guarantees the time constraint.

4 IGA-TSPA

First, task scheduling is an NP-hard problem and gives proof of this problem.

Theorem 1: The optimization problem is NP-hard.

Proof of Theorem 1

The knapsack problem is a well-known NP-hard problem. Given N products of size vi and profit
pi and V is the maximum capacity of the backpack, the objective is to find a set s ∈ N that maximizes
the profit of the backpack [19], mathematically, the knapsack problem is

MAX
∑
i∈s

pi

s.t
∑
i∈s

vi ≤ V .
(25)

This paper considers a special instance of our optimization problem, in which there are N tasks
and the complete time is Tall. Tasks are executed locally or at edge servers, set ti denotes the completion
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time of task, and ei denotes the scheduled energy consumption of the task ri. Optimization problems
can be expressed as

MIN

∑i=n

i=0 ei

N

s.t
i=n∑
i=0

ti ≤ Tall.

(26)

Redefined wi = − ei

N
, the problem can be expressed as

MIN
i=n∑
i=0

wi

s.t
i=n∑
i=0

ti ≤ Tall

(27)

This special instance of the problem corresponds to the Knapsack problem with knapsack size
Tall = V and profit value wi = pi. Therefore, this problem is NP-hard. This completes the proof.

Task scheduling with task caching is a multi-constrained optimization problem, and the solution
space of the task will be very large and complex as the tasks and the cached data increase. To solve
this problem, this paper proposes IGA-TSPA for selecting the optimal feasible solution in the vast
solution space. The genetic algorithm (GA) is a global heuristic algorithm, which follows the law of
“superiority and inferiority” in nature to select feasible solutions and obtain the optimal solution to the
problem [27]. However, the GA has disadvantages including large solution space, long iteration cycles,
and slow convergence, which cannot meet the requirements of the industrial internet. Therefore, this
paper improves the population initialization and variation of the GA to make the algorithm more
suitable for the model of this paper.

4.1 Initialization

In IGA-TSPA, genes represent the calculation position of the task. The algorithm uses 0–1 binary
encoding, where 0 represents that tasks are executed locally and 1 represents that tasks are processed
at edge servers. In the initialization operation, IGA-TSPA first obtains the maximum time for local
devices to process tasks according to task requirements and local device resources. Secondly, the
threshold of the task is preset according to the requirement of the task resource. If it exceeds the
preset threshold of the system, the system will set the initial value of the task to 1, representing that
the task may be processed faster at the edge node. Otherwise, set it to 0. IGA-TSPA improves the speed
of finding the optimal solution by reducing the size of the solution space.

4.2 Selection

The selection operation is the process of selecting individuals from the predecessor population
to the next generation population. Individuals are generally selected based on the distribution of
individual fitness [8]. The selection of the fitness function in this paper is determined by formula (19).
The system will select individuals with a higher fitness function, using the roulette method, and the
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probability of each individual being selected is proportional to the size of the value of the fitness
function. The fitness fi of an individual i, and the probability Pi of i being selected are given by

Pi = fi∑GENE

i=1 fi

.

4.3 Crossover and Mutation

Crossover is the process of generating more superior offspring individuals through the selection
of predecessor populations. To reduce the damage of crossover to the intended population, a single
point of crossover is used in this paper. In GA, the mutation is the way to possibly skip local
optimal solutions. Mutation operations can accelerate the convergence speed of optimal solutions
while maintaining population diversity and preventing it fall into “premature maturity” [27]. Because
the mutation is an uncontrollable, random operation, there are some cases of invalid operation, which
instead make the value of the fitness function smaller than before.

This paper operates at the mutation as follows: Randomly select tasks in the task sequence
as mutation points. First, determine whether the task needs to be mutated by the mutation
probability Qy;

Observe the resource requirements of the task at the mutation point, determine whether it exceeds
the mutation threshold α2, and decide whether to mutate at this point; The specific implementation
steps of IGA-TSPA are summarized as Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: IGA-TSPA
Input: Population: po; Gene: ge; Number of iterations M; Probability of mutation: Qy; Task initializa-
tion threshold: α1; Mutation threshold: α2;
Output: Global best position vector
1. xt

i,j ← random(0, 1); //Initialization
2. If (Rn < α1 and xt

i,j = 0)
3. xt

i,j ← 1; //Further judge the initialization task based on threshold
4. While num ≤ M
5. For i = 1 to po do
6. For j = 1 to ge do
7. Calculate fitness and select individuals with high fitness according to formula (19);
8. Single point of crossover;
9. If ( xt

i,j = 0&&Rn > α2)
10. group[i][j] ← 1 ;
11. Else group[i][j] ← 0; // Determine whether the task is a positive mutation
12. End for
13. num ← num + 1;
14. End while
15. Return Global best position vector X ;

5 Experiment and Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm and model, this paper considers a
decentralized edge node network. According to the actual situation, the cloud server has the strongest
capacity, the edge server has the second strongest capacity and the terminal device has the weakest
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capacity [29]. The computing frequency of the device and edge servers is 1 and 4 GHz respectively.
The device node transmits at power 33 dBm on the channel with bandwidth 20 MHz and the noise
power is −174 dBm/Hz. The static circuit power is set to 0.3 W. The device power when the task is
calculated is set to 0.9 W [29]. The data size and the required number of CPU cycles of the task are
randomly generated between [20, 40] Mb and [0.1 × 109, 1 × 109] cycles [26]. The tolerance time of the
task is randomly distributed between 0.1 and 5 s. The number of tasks is randomly distributed between
50 and 200.

This paper compares the scheduling policy solved by IGA-TSPA with the All-local offload
policy where all tasks in the workflow are executed locally, the Full-edge offload policy where all
tasks in the workflow are offloaded to the edge server, and the EC schedule policy with caching.
If completely offloaded locally, tasks will be discarded due to high latency and failure to complete.
The task processing in this paper is considered when the delay tmax

i is satisfied. The loss of tasks
will incur huge system costs. Because blockchain-assisted cache exists in the system, the blockchain
expands the cache pool and reduces the cost of edge servers in processing queuing latency and task
computation. In Fig. 2, the overall cost of edge computing caching policy with blockchain is 37.81% of
All-local, 72.64% of Full-edge, and 88.89% of edge computing offload policy with caching. Therefore,
blockchain-assisted caching for EC has huge advantages in terms of cost reduction in task scheduling.

Figure 2: The simulation results of four strategies with different offloading methods

As shown in Fig. 3a, with task caching, both the convergence speed and the convergence
performance of the algorithm are better than the case without caching. Without considering the return
consumption of task results and the smaller cache search time, the task upload cost and the edge
computation cost affect the whole cost of the system. Especially in industrial scenes, task caching can
reduce the EC cost. The size of the cache space determines whether the cache type is complete. The
blockchain expands the cache space, so the cost of the system will decrease. Ignoring the retrieval cost,
since the blockchain has a larger cache capacity than the EC cache pool to match more task types, the
no-cache curve in Fig. 3a drops more significantly than the curve cost in Fig. 3b. This model can meet
the requirements of industrial internet for delay and cost.
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Figure 3: Simulation results of different models

This paper compares the ILFU algorithm with the existing classical caching algorithms including
FIFO (First Input First Output), LRU (The Least Recently Used), LFU, and random algorithm. In
Fig. 4a fixing the cache pool size, it can be seen that the cost after convergence is smaller than the other
four algorithms for the same number of iterations. In Fig. 4b, as the increase of number of multiple
repeated tasks, the hit rate of ILFU and LFU gradually increases, especially when the number of tasks
reaches 200. Because the ILFU algorithm improves the LFU to prevent the task with the most frequent
cache from occupying the cache for a long time. Therefore, the ILFU task cache hit rate is higher than
other algorithms.

Figure 4: The simulation results in different cache capacity

In Figs. 5a and 5b, the experiment maintains the number of tasks and increases the cache pool
capacity. And then the cost reduction caused by the expansion of the cache is relatively large with the
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expansion of cache space from 3 to 8 Gbit, but if the cache space is expanded from 8 to 10 Gbit, the
system cost reduction rate gradually becomes smaller. In the process of task scheduling, some tasks are
still executed locally. As a result, when the cache pool capacity reaches a certain level, the system cost
will not be affected by the cache space because the task type is limited. As can be seen from Fig. 5b,
the cost continues to decline as the cache space grows, but the distribution of the minimum cost varies
greatly due to the different task types.

Figure 5: The simulation results of cost with different cache capacity

Based on the excellent caching strategy, this paper analyzes the performance of IGA-TSPA. As
shown in Fig. 6a, this paper compares IGA-TSPA with several common global search algorithms such
as the Genetic algorithm (GA), Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA), Hill-Climbing algorithm (HA),
and Random algorithm (RA). The IGA-TSPA can obtain good convergence results. The overall cost
of IGA-TSPA is about 88% of the Genetic Algorithm. Due to the GA randomly generating a large
number of solutions, the solution space is large and it is not easy to search for the optimal solution.
During the process of initialization, the IGA-TSPA limits the initialization of some tasks and reduces
the time in selection. At the same time, in the mutation process, the IGA-TSPA avoids some useless
mutations and improves the convergence effect of the algorithm by limiting the mutation operation.
As depicted in Fig. 6b, this paper compares the running time of the different algorithms. From the
histogram, the running time of the random algorithm is the shortest, and the running time of GA and
IGA-TSPA is moderate. Moreover, because the IGA-TSPA reduces the number of feasible solutions in
the initialization, the algorithm gets the optimal value faster, which proves that the improved algorithm
is effective.

To further verify the advantages of the algorithm, this paper uses the control variable method to
simulate the factors that affect the system cost, such as communication transmission rate. As shown
in Fig. 7, the preset communication upload rates are 5, 8, 10, 12, and 15 M/s, respectively. With the
increase in communication rate, more and more tasks are uploaded to the edge servers, and the effect
of cost control is becoming more apparent. On the contrary, with the increase in communication rate,
the cost decline rate tends to be more and more gentle, and the decline rate remains between 10% and
15% because some tasks are still being processed locally in the process of task scheduling. Therefore, in
the model proposed in this paper, the increase in communication rate has an impact on the reduction
of industrial costs.
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Figure 6: Performance comparison of different scheduling algorithms

Figure 7: The simulation results of cost change based on different upload rates

6 Conclusion

To solve the task scheduling problem caused by a large amount of data, complex task types,
and strong heterogeneity of equipment in a modern industrial environment in this paper. This
paper establishes a joint optimization model of task caching, blockchain, and task scheduling. And
then a three-layer architecture of industrial devices, edge computing, and cloud computing layers
with blockchain technology is proposed to ensure communication and data storage security. The
combination of blockchain and cache mechanism greatly improves the data security of the industrial
internet, and its effectiveness in reducing delay and cost. Meanwhile, the ILFU algorithm is proposed
to improve the content hit rate of the edge computing cache pool and further reduce the task delay.
Finally, based on ensuring the security of cache and data sharing, considering the influence of task
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cache, blockchain, and blockchain reward on scheduling policy, this paper proposes IGA-TSPA to
optimize the cost problem of task processing. In the case of guaranteeing the delay, IGA-TSPA can
obtain the scheduling policy with minimum cost. The large-scale simulation experiments have proved
the effectiveness of the model and algorithm. In the future, we will conduct more in-depth research
on blockchain technology to make it more suitable for edge computing in access control and privacy
security.
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